Where there is a will there is a way!

We’ve fought the hard and have won over everything that came our way!

We left our home, family and friends, and here we are gathered today!

We did it, we made it, we won it, is all we can proudly say!

We all know that it is ISGS because of whom we have gathered here today to celebrate the graduation of the year 2015-16. From receiving and forwarding admission applications to sending admission letters to international students, from their arrival to their accommodations, from orientation course to visa extension issues, ISGS and its entire staff has worked selflessly with complete dedication just to make sure that we sitting here and graduating today, those graduated before us and many more who will graduate after us, get an effortless stay with a comfortable study time with all possible issues being resolved.

As I strongly believe that is indeed worth an appreciation, I sincerely request everyone present here to please give ISGS staff and student assistants a huge round of an applause.

Once again, thank you very much ISGS to make us feel like home and taking care of every possible issue that could have not been possibly solved without you.

Irrespective of our specializations we studied here, each one of us has made some experiences over the time where we wanted to give-up and quit on everything. We all have, at least, once thought of going back to our home-country and have an easier life to get rid of the worries bothering us here. But, somehow we all made it. We all made it through the hardest of time, exams, seminars, projects, internships, thesis and all difficulties that came our way. And today, we sit here, to get graduated with smiles on our face, strength in our minds and confidence in our own self and capabilities. What made us so strong? So firm? So independent? The education. The experience. The learning of different cultures, being taught
by different teachers, having different friends and colleagues. All of this made us a perfect blend of what we are today - The Graduates.

Someone has wisely said, “Be the change you want to see in this World.” It has been a long time I knew this saying but, today I’ve truly understood it. And so must all of us. The label of getting graduates or being called ‘The Graduates’ comes with its own pride and a bag full of responsibilities. The responsibilities to lead, the responsibilities to make, the responsibilities to maintain and carry on the legacy of true leaders. From mathematicians to computer scientists, from electrical engineers to commercial vehicle experts and many more, we are the ones on whom the next decades of development shall depend. It will depend upon our capabilities, strength and the sincere efforts. We are the ones who have to be the change to bring the change.

The journey in TU Kaiserslautern will today come to an end but, it has come with a new, challenging and a very beautiful beginning.

A beginning that we shall form,

a beginning that has our rules and our norms,

a beginning that begins with sincere principles and efforts,

a beginning where struggle goes beyond our comfort,

a beginning that brings us to a special and honourable pathway,

where we shall stand for the benefit of the humanity come what may!